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INVITATION LETTER
Vietnam Silicon Valley – a program on Technology Commercializing in Vietnam
following Silicon Valley Model (in short called VSV) and powered by the Ministry
of Science and Technology of Vietnam (MOST), started since 2013 with the
mission to support and accompany Vietnam Startup Ecosystem, is the pioneer
organization to execute VSV Accelerator model (VSVA) to invest in over 40
startups, to connect and train for over 300 angel investors, mentors and
founders.
The Government Resolution No 35/NQ-CP dated 16/05/2016 set a target to have
1 million effective enterprise to the year 2020 in which annually there is about 30
to 35% of the amount enterprise applying innovation activities. Currently, Vietnam
has around 500 thousand active enterprises. The year 2016 is a remarkable
year having over 100 thousand new enterprises registered but meanwhile the
closing ratio is 76,000 enterprise equal to 70%. With this growth ratio, estimated
amount of enterprise to the year 2020 is only added about 150,000 effective
enterprises, increasing total amount to the number of 650,000 enterprises.
Though, to meet the target of 1 Million effective enterprise to the year 2020,
Vietnam should have urgent solution to push up the establishment of new
enterprises and to reduce the failure ratio of existing ones.
The developed countries like U.S.A, Great Britain, South Korea,
Singapore…have applied the solution by making and utilizing ecosystem and
venture investment to provide seed fund, mentors… for startups from investors to
reduce the failure ratio for them. However, in Vietnam, this amount of investor is
very limited and restricted to support for that new huge amount of enterprise as
Government target. That is the reason for the Program “Supporting the Vietnam
Startup Ecosystem to the year 2025” has been issued at Decision No 844/QDTTg dated May 18th, 2016 with the important content is to continue the
implementation of VSV program by multiplying the model of VSVA and building
venture investors/funds and mentors to support and provide seed fund
specifically for Startup and together to push up the application technology and
innovation in general enterprise community.
VSVA will organize the first a 5-day program called “VSV Investor Bootcamp” in
April 2017 to share experience in forming up Startup Ecosystem as well as VSVA
model including seed fund into Startup for mentors, investors, incubators in
Vietnam. The program will provide knowledge, skills and network for participants
to gain steady foundation when giving support and investment to Startup or
install accelerator and/or ecosystem for your organization. Moreover, Startup will
receive support and consultancy effectively and will be able to call seed fund
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easily, then to reduce the failure of such kind of enterprise, contributing reach the
Government target of 1 Million effective enterprise to the year 2020.
In order to complete this mission, VSVA highly appreciate the collaboration and support
from sponsorship partners either in finance or specialist assignment who have
experience in Startup sector, innovation and venture investment.
Detail information on the agenda and sponsorship package are provided hereinafter.
VSVA looks forward to our cooperation.

Your sincerely,

Vietnam Silicon Valley Accelerator
CEO
Mr. Thang Tran
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INTRODUCTION
•

Recognizing the potential to make an expeditious growth and improve the quality of life, in
recent years, the Government of Vietnam and the whole of society have spent special
interest to Startup community. The priority task is to build the most innovative ecosystem
which is suitable for startups in Vietnam.

•

From the side of the State, management levels are working to improve the legal
framework, develop venture investment policies as well as direct support programs for
startups. New incubators are opened and transformed into “Business Accelerator” model.
Enterprises and investors start to acknowledge Startup as a new channel to diversify their
portfolio investment and create competitive advantages. However, most of these solutions
are still in the planning stage and need a lot of time for being implemented due to
responsible people are facing difficulties to determine where, what and how to start.

•

VSV Investor Bootcamp Program is designed to help participants to clearly understand
the essence of the critical components of the startup ecosystem and brainstorm effective
solutions to their assigned tasks.

VSV Investor Bootcamp has been set up annually since 2014 gathering senior
government officials and professional investors in Vietnam.

The first VSV Investor Bootcamp attracts over 300 private investors .Mr. Bora
Kizil – one professional angel investor from UK, is the key lecturer.

VSV Investor Bootcamp in 2015 has been formed in Sillicon Vallley – USA with
the attendants are senior officials from Ministries and departments of National
Assembly.

VSV Investor Bootcamp in 2016 is held with purpose to convey the top cases
study from Silicon Valley on venture investment. VSV has invited experts on
venture investment from Threshold Ventures & Explora International in Sillicon
Valley to Vietnam for training directly.
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WHO SHOULD JOIN
VSV Investor Bootcamp Program is designed for :
• Policy makers, responsible persons in charged in implementation startup program in
their organization (state agencies, universities, enterprises, incubators...).
• Potential investors who want to expand investment into startup. Professional investors
with demand to increase the efficiency of their investments.
• Director of business incubators.
• Business owners seeking for competitive advantage.

In addition, the knowledge and skills of building organizations, business model design
will bring value to:
• Individuals who wish to become professional mentors for startups.
• Coordinator/ manager of start-up training program looking for a strategy, a new
development model which creates breakthrough growth for the startups of their
organizations.
• Enterprise’s director/department manager who want to find a method to set up a
mechanism to increase productivity, innovation and create self-control for team
members.

Participants may request additional working session with trainer to further understanding
and support to develop their business model, strategy and action plan within timeframe
of the program.

In VSV Investor Bootcamp Programs ever done, participants were
directors or managers of profitable and non-profit enterprises,
business

incubators,

government

investors.
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agencies,

universities

and

OUTCOME EXPECTATION
VSV Investor Bootcamp is a practical, information exchange program that assists
participants become experts in the field of startup and broadens their perspective on
how to operate and design a business model as well as strategy for launching product to
the market and utilizing the external resources to be a leverage for their organizations.

The program is divided into three main modules including: an overview about the Startup
Ecosystem, design enterprise with potential multiple series growth, and how to evaluate
and manage a potential investment.

After the program, participants will expand their network with the most important
components of the Startup Ecosystem. With receiving knowledge and skills, participants
will be able perform their duties:
• Policy makers have an ability to build legal frameworks, support programs that closely
match the characteristics of Startup and other components of the Startup Ecosystem.
• Individuals who have duty to implement startup program within an organization can
design a lean program that helps startups develop a suitable development strategy
and model that drives breakthrough growth.
• Director of incubators can design the Business Accelerator model with available
resources, build investors and mentors network for startups in their organization.
• Investors can assess the potential of an investment and make optimal decision when
investing in startups.

The curriculum of VSV Investor Bootcamp is a combination between lectures and
group discussions to ensure that program knowledge is clearly understand. VSV can
consult for enterprise or investor separately on their specific demand after the
program.
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CURRICULUM
MODULE I: STARTUP ECOSYSTEM
•

Difference of startup compared to other types of enterprise.

•

Venture capitals and angel investors.

•

Mentor and startup coaching style in Business Accelerator.

•

The correlation between the components in the Startup Ecosystem.

Module I focusing on Startup Ecosystem by providing background knowledge of Startup
Ecosystem.

MODULE II: INNOVATION & BUSINESS MODEL
•

To identify clearly the position of the company on the market.

•

To identify target customer and market to maximize the potential for growing.

•

To improve your leadership and management skills.

•

To create a business model to maximize revenue.

Module II focusing to knowledge and skills to build business model designed for fast growing
speed. Participants will learn and discuss how to identify and validate target market, how to
build market exploitation tools, how to build and direct organization when expanding and
growing, and method of raising funds.

MODULE III: EVALUATION AND INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
MANAGEMENT
•

How to evaluate a potential investment opportunity.

•

Portfolio management based on performance indicators and numbers.

•

Manage the investment process and effectively exit

Module III focusing on the assessment skills of the success of investment opportunities.
Participants will learn and discuss the factors that influence the potential of investments, the
ways and methods to maintain organizational autonomy and creativity, and the skills to
balance the external factors of the market and internal capabilities of the enterprise to make
the right investment decision and the necessary knowledge to exit successfully.
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TRAINERS & SPEAKERS
The content of the program is derived from experiences and research drawn from nearly 5
years of operation of Vietnam Silicon Valley Project (VSV) - The first project following PPP
model powered by the Ministry of Science and Technology which directly affect to the Startup
Ecosystem and is the nuclear core of Project 844/ QD-TTg approved by the Prime Minister
on May 18, 2016 – The first national level project on Startup support.
VSV Project Director – Mrs. Thach Le Anh will be responsible for the main training in the
program. Throughout the program, she will select the advisors, national and international
experts within the VSV network to support the trainees.

MBA. Thạch Lê Anh is a businesswoman, angel investor and
experienced expert in Startup. She was honored as a pioneer
in researching and operating the model of Business
Accelerator in Vietnam. She has designed the overall details
of the entire Vietnam Silicon Valley Project and has been a
major factor in the success of the Project over the past five
years. She is also a major contributor to the strategic planning
of Project 844/QD-TTg, approved by the Prime Minister on
May 18, 2016 – the first national level project for startup
support and is appointed as a member of the project executive
committee.
As a successful businesswoman with more than 20 years of extensive experiences in
creating companies, market research and development, commercialization of technology as
well as leadership skills. Startups which she has advised has built sustainable business
model and been recognized by successfully raising venture capital with multi-millions dollars
valuation. Featured startups include: Lozi, TechElite, Schoolbus, Ship60, etc.
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01. Han Ngoc Tuan Linh
CEO, ATV-Vietnam
4-year experience in investment. He accelerated and invested in more
than 40 startups so far

02. Warren Cammack
Innovation Director of Vietnam International Bank(VIB)
Director of the Australia Commonwealth Bank Human Resources
Exchange Program
More than 15 years of experience working in the digital domain, including
11 years in financial services. He is also the leader of a group of senior
CBA executives sent to VIB.

03. Francis Nguyen Tuan Anh
Develop Experience Leader of Microsoft Corporation
More than 20 years of experience in software development and
management in US and Vietnam
Founder of Microsoft Health Innovation Lab (HIL)

04. Long Nguyen
Azure Solution Specialist for Microsoft Vietnam and a part of the 2017
Microsoft MACH MBA program

05. Đo Quoc Hiep
CEO Data First
Vice Director of IDG Ventures Việt Nam
Founder of DataFirst – a technology company specializing in analysis
of business support data

06. Eddie Thai
Venture Partner, 500 Startups
500 Startups is the world's most active early stage VC firm based in
Silicon Valley. In 2015 Eddie was recognized as one of Forbes Vietnam's
30 Under 30, and in 2016 he was selected to attend and speak at the
World Economic Forum's flagship conference in Davos.
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07. Gibs Song
CEO, K-Medical Holdings
He is Venture Partner at Big Basin Capital, which is a Silicon Valley
based venture capital firm investing in early-stage startups in Korea and
the US
08. Anna Rehermann
CEO and Founder, Growth Hacking Asia
Anna is a passionate serial entrepreneur with a strong background in
Digital Marketing, Analytics and Startup Growth Strategies. She worked
with Rocket Internet and Team Europe Ventures, two leading global
venture builders, to set up and maintain the complete range of digital
marketing and business activities for some of their ventures.
09. Lan Tran
Fundraising Manager, Vietnam Silicon Valley Accelerator
Lawyer Lan has 20 years of consultancy and management experience
and used to work in multinational corporations and consultancy
company in Vietnam. She is currently in charged for fund raising for
startups of VSV Accelerator.

10. Nguyen Huu Tuan
Lawyer, Baker McKenzie Vietnam
Mr. Nguyen Huu Tuan is an IP Executive of BMVN. Prior to joining
BMVN, Tuan worked for a leading multinational fast-moving consumer
goods company in Vietnam, Malaysia, and Singapore.

11. Huy Phung
Founder and CEO, Ship60
Ship60 as instant delivery service to reduce shipping time to 60
minutes focus on goods need fast delivery. Ship60 received many
startup awards such as “Vietnamese Talent”, “Techfest”, “Lotte Startup
Award”.
12. Thach Le
Founder and CEO, Kebab Torki
Kebab Torki franchises to indivduals, companies who have a demand
to do business in bread field. With reasonable budget from the
beginning, the partners can own a Kebab Torki store. Also, they can be
supported facilities as well as product’s original taste.
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REGISTRATION

22 Million VND/person*
For online registration, please click link:
https://goo.gl/forms/JnJq0AWsKoJXZMSC2
THE PROGRAM STARTING FROM 30/10/2017 TO 03/11/2017
AT 6TH FLOOR, 41 CACH MANG THANG TAM STR., AN HOA
WARD, NINH KIEU DIST., CAN THO CITY
PARTICIPANTS WILL BE RECEIVED:

5 DAYS ATTENDING VSV INVESTOR BOOTCAMP

CERTIFICATION OF ATTENTDANCE

VSV INVESTOR BOOTCAMP GUIDE
TOOL SET FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

* From the second person onwards, the surcharge is 5.000.000 VND/person.

http://investorbootcamp.siliconvalley.com.vn/
Contact:

Ms. Hanh Tran – 0987 402 585
hanh.tran@atv-vietnam.com
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